ANNOUNCEMENT

Access 40 Years of Leonardo and LMJ On-Line
Subscribers can now access all 40+ years of
Leonardo and Leonardo Music Journal on-line!
Electronic Access to Recent Individual Issues and Articles
Subscriptions to Leonardo and Leonardo Music Journal (LMJ) include electronic access to recent on-line versions of the
journals available on the MIT Press web site (1999–present). Subscribers must first register an account with MIT Press
to activate on-line access. Visit <mitpressjournals.org> to register your account and access recent issues of Leonardo and
LMJ on-line.

Leonardo and LMJ Archives Available on JSTOR
Older issues of Leonardo and LMJ, beginning with Volume 1 (1968) up through 5 years previous to the current year, are
now available via JSTOR. Access to the Leonardo and LMJ archives on JSTOR is available only to current Leonardo and
LMJ subscribers (for an additional $25 annual access fee), participating university libraries and affiliated organizations. Check the JSTOR web site for a list of participating universities and organizations. Or, contact MIT Press
<journals-orders@mit.edu> to register for JSTOR access. After registering and setting up a log-in and password,
individuals can visit the Leonardo and LMJ archives on JSTOR: <www.jstor.org>.

Document Delivery Services
Leonardo and LMJ articles are also available to individuals who are not subscribers to the journals through a number of
document delivery services. Please visit the MIT Press web site for more information: <www.mitpressjournals.org/page/
document_delivery>.

Subscribe Now to Leonardo and Leonardo Music Journal
When you subscribe to Leonardo or Leonardo Music Journal, you also become a member of Leonardo/The International Society for the Arts, Sciences and Technology (Leonardo/ISAST). With your subscription and membership
you join a unique community of artists, scientists and researchers working at the intersection of art, science and
technology. Visit the Leonardo web site for more information about subscription prices and a list of membership benefits: <www.leonardo.info/members.html>.
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Endnote

When Does Art Become Science and
Science Art?

T

he simplistic answer to this question is: Never.
One might very easily get lost in a maze of pointless semantics in considering this question,
as there are many areas, operations and procedures that can justifiably be described both as
art or as science. It goes without saying that the arts—visual, musical, literary or even performing—have for centuries been beneficiaries of the bullish quest and breakthroughs in science
and technology; but is this not a one-way traffic?
A concise definition of art is “human creativity.” These two words are significant. Man, in
art, is bringing into being something that had never existed outside his own being. He is
creating. This being so, no matter how stunningly artistically beautiful a computer-generated
piece of music or painting may be, it cannot be called art.
Science, on the other hand, is systematic knowledge derived from observation and experiences. The scientist begins a project from a definite knowledge point and successfully terminates it at another specific point; there is then a Q.E.D. The starting point is in the physical
and intellectual realms. The scientist, for instance, wonders how a bird can fly, and he sets
himself the task of making a man fly. According to myth, Icarus experimented with flying in
ancient Greece. He literally “grew wings,” but his materials failed him. The great Leonardo da
Vinci designed an ornithopter around 1500 A.D., but he did not reach the Q.E.D. The Wright
brothers were able to build the precursor of the modern airplane between 1900 and 1902.
This progression is the nature of science.
Art, on the other hand, starts from the spiritual, the subconscious, the imaginative. Michelangelo, in his Sistine Chapel fresco, started from within himself, his emotions, his belief, his
imagination, his personality. Through his art, he let us into who he was and what he conceived to be the form of God and heaven. He created God in man’s image. He started to sing
a song that never ends, but he decided to stop at one point for one reason or another.
These very different origins of art and science are what make it impossible for one ever to
become the other.
However, the insatiable ways in which art has been appropriating the dividends of scientific
quests appear to be thinning the gap between art and science. This is very evident in areas
such as industrial design, product design, architecture and in some crafts. One does speak
(and rightly so) of the art or science of glass blowing, photography, ceramics, music and
the like. Perhaps the only place in which the difference between art and science can actually disappear would be in the mind of the artist/scientist, particularly that of a genius such
as Leonardo, who might without any conscious effort move in and out of art and science in
operation. Is a painting such as his Last Supper art or science?
We would all say that this is a ridiculous question. It is art, of course; but have studies not
revealed so much science in it? Drawing the picture of any object, we would all say, is art; but
could the same picture not be drawn by a scientist who placed or imagined a transparent
graph in front of the object?
Even the most artistic artwork has elements of science in it. The difference between a
Giotto and a Leonardo da Vinci is the quantum of science (mathematics, perspective) in
either of them. Those who have the unenviable task of adjudicating art examinations or competitions could very easily go the way of “I don’t know anything about art but I know what I
like.” Would this be fair? Art is essentially subjective, and thus one work cannot be adjudged
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better than another. How then does one rate one work excellent, another fair and yet another
poor?
The procedure so far accepted as satisfactory is breaking the works up into component
sections: those of science and art. Take a pictorial composition, for example. One can evaluate how good the drawing of the items in the pictures is; this is essentially science. The colors,
how pleasant or communicative? This is essentially art, as it depends on the feeling and taste
of the artist. The design and how the picture space has been used? This is partly art, because
it depends on the feeling and taste of the artist, and partly science, because of the need to
achieve an equilibrium on the picture plane. But the part of the work that is 100% art is the
personal quality and imagination the artist has been able to project; it is this that instinctively
makes the viewer react strongly one way or another on seeing the picture.
All told, art is art and science is science like East and West; never will the two become one;
we do have Chinatown in Los Angeles nonetheless!
Y.A. Grillo
Leonardo Honorary Editor
28, Ogunlowo St.
P.O. Box 5667
Ikeja, Lagos
Nigeria
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Leonardo Book Series
Editor in Chief: Sean Cubitt
Editorial Advisory Board: Annick Bureaud, Laura U. Marks, Anna Munster, Michael Punt,
Sundar Sarukkai, Eugene Thacker
Editorial Consultant: Joel Slayton
The arts, sciences and technology are experiencing a period of profound change. Explosive challenges to
the institutions and practices of engineering, art-making and scientiﬁc research raise urgent questions of
ethics, craft and care for the planet and its inhabitants. Unforeseen forms of beauty and understanding
are possible, but so too are unexpected risks and threats. A newly global connectivity creates new arenas
for interaction between science, art and technology, but also creates the preconditions for global crises.
The Leonardo Book Series, published by The MIT Press, aims to consider these opportunities, changes
and challenges in books that are both timely and of enduring value.
Leonardo Books provide a public forum for research and debate; they contribute to the archive of artscience-technology interactions; they contribute to understandings of emergent historical processes;
and they point toward future practices in creativity, research, scholarship and enterprise.
Proposals that address these challenges in terms of theory, research and practice, education, historical
scholarship, discipline summaries and experimental texts will be considered. Single-authored books are
particularly encouraged.
When submitting a proposal, bear in mind that we need to know as much as possible about the scope
of your book, its intended audience and how best to bring the book to the attention of that audience.
We need to be convinced that the material is important and that you can communicate clearly and
precisely in ways your audience will appreciate.
Proposals should include (1) a prospectus describing the book, (2) a detailed table of contents, (3) two to
four sample chapters, and (4) an up-to-date résumé/curriculum vitae for the author.
Full submission guidelines: <leonardo.info/isast/leobooks/guidelines.html>.
Inquiries and proposals should be submitted to both:
Leonardo Book Series
and
c/o Leonardo
211 Sutter Street, Ste. 501
San Francisco, CA 94108
U.S.A.		

Doug Sery
MIT Press Books
55 Hayward Street
Cambridge, MA 02142
U.S.A.

E-mail: <leonardobooks@mitpress.mit.edu>.
New Releases:
Mark Amerika: META/DATA: A Digital Poetics
Eduardo Kac, editor: Signs of Life: Bio Art and Beyond
Cretien van Campen: The Hidden Sense: Synesthesia in Art and Science
Yvonne Spielmann: Video: The Reflexive Medium
Susan Kozel: Closer: Performance, Technologies, Phenomenology
Matthew Fuller: Software Studies: A Lexicon
Beatriz da Costa and Karita Philip, editors: Tactical Biopolitics: Activism and Technoscience
To order Leonardo Books, visit <leonardo.info>.
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